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Lars Dittrich and André Schlechtriem are proud to 
announce the second solo exhibition at the gallery 
in Berlin by the American artist Robert Lazzarini. 
Opening November 1st and running through 
January 10th, Das Unheimliche marks the first 
painting presentation by Lazzarini and explores 
the three-dimensional mappings of Shadow Moiré 
Topography, a technique developed around the 
inception of commercial scanning technology. 
Using the female mannequin as his main subject, 
and combining appropriated and constructed 
imagery, the artist creates moiré patterns on 
objects, expanding upon his interest in a physical 
response to the art object. 

First developed in the late 1960s, Shadow Moiré 
techniques are used to analyze three-dimensional 
objects for measurement and defects. Through 
the use of a Ronchi screen, a reference grating, 
alternating patterns of light and shadow are 
projected onto complex three-dimensional 
surfaces. Distortions in the patterns then allow 
for a non-contact yet detailed observation of 

topographic contours otherwise undetectable to 
the naked eye or even enhanced photographic 
capture. 
 
Congruent with the Op Art of the 1960s, which 
transferred two-dimensional moiré patterns 
onto the canvas in pursuit of an optical 
phenomenology—a kind of visceral vision—
Lazzarini’s paintings intersperse moments of 
visual dissonance with reprieve.

The use of Shadow Moiré techniques not only 
anticipated the digital contour mapping used 
in most contemporary scanning technology—
both 2D and 3D—but also echo Surrealist 
photography’s erstwhile attraction to the 
shadows and doublings that the movement’s 
adherents believed “convulsed” reality into a form 
of signification.

With Lazzarini’s paintings, the notion of the 
uncanny speaks to this doubling, to the 
unsettling repetitions that lie deep at the heart 
of the Surrealist aesthetic. In this, the Ronchi 
screen that generates physical maps of surfaces 
figures as both a technological and psychological 
mediation, at once revealing and repressing 
optical and cognitive content.

Robert Lazzarini currently lives and works in New 
York and has exhibited with major institutions 
including the Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth, 
Texas; the Whitney Museum of American Art, New 
York; the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts; the Aldrich 
Museum, Connecticut; and the Taipei Museum of 
Contemporary Art. His work is included in the 
permanent collections of the Whitney Museum of 
American Art, New York; the Hirschhorn Museum 
and Sculpture Garden, Washington, D.C.; and the 
Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, among others.
DITTRICH & SCHLECHTRIEM will publish a 
catalogue on occasion of the exhibition. Please 
contact Owen Reynolds Clements at 
owen@dittrich-schlechtriem.com with press 
requests or for further information.
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